Stock Management
More than just managing stock levels, Merlin can control your product range, locations, families, groups,
suppliers, batches, shelf life, consignment stock and can be set-up for full traceability.

Key Features ...

Stock Record

Stock Take
Define particular aisle,
groups, bins etc. and
streamline your stock
check process.

Returns
One process to send
the returns form to the
customer and book the
goods back in.

Stock Status
Real-time information of
stock levels and whether
the item is active or
redundant.

Meet customer
demand
Optimise stock levels to
meet demand, without
overstocking.
Technical Notes

Ecommerce

Optimise Stock
Investment

Multi depots and
locations

High Availability - Sophisticated

• Multi-depot - Maximise stock
utilisation over unlimited
branches and warehouses
including consignment stocks.

stockholding and sourcing means
you can readily fulfil customer
demand.

Avoid overstocks - Prevent dead
money from sitting on the shelf by
more accurately predicting demand.

Range Management - Fine tune
your product catalogue using data
from multiple suppliers.

Minimise slow movers - Stay

ahead of the curve and optimise your
stocking levels by easily identifying
trends.

Supply Chain - Easily action,

track and update stock movements
between suppliers, depots, locations
and customers.
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• Multi-bin - Speed-up dispatch
by picking in bin order, with the
option to consolidate pick lists.
• Barcoding - Reduce receipting,
picking, dispatching and stock
checking errors by accurately
scanning stock movements.
• Inter-branch transfers - On
demand or replenishment,
triggered by minimum and
maximum stocking levels.

Full traceability
and batches
Merlin offers traceability at batch
and/or item level (Serial number)
and can accommodate Test
Certificates and Certificates of
Conformity.

A single database
improve efficiency with
single data capture
A single, highly efficient SQL
database of product records used
for all input and output, linked to all
methods of trading with all stock
movements recorded and archived.

Sourcing

One stock file feeds your
in house sales functions
and your website - see
the Web Services Tool
Set for more information.

Slow Movers
Proactively identify stock
becoming slow movers
and offer discounts
before they become
redundant.

• Manufacture - Merlin’s optional
production control allows you to
create BOMs - made-to-order or
for stock.
• Assemble - Create or amend Kits assemble to order or for stock.
• Purchase - From a range of
suppliers with the option of EDI.

Analysis
Real-time data outputted to the
Dashboard, Reports and/or Microsoft
Excel.
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